What is the Mind?

**SAGI**

Concerned with: Resources continuing

Determines the values we want to pursue

Friendly AI

Machine that needs no hands to guide it

Artificial General Intelligence

Super powerful

Wisdom? Probably not!

Experience Machine

Money

Life?

Hook up for

Quality isn’t built in

Does wisdom get built in automatically?

Sense of Self

Coming from Consentious

AI and the appearance of wisdom

Connecting with our knowledge of what is good

Patrick Kain

Pursue

Judge machines in light of what we know is good

1. SAGI’s can be clever without being wise

2. Evaluate SAGIs on their ability to use wisdom

3. Should we even deploy one? Should we even deploy one?

We need the goods for ourselves... only if it can deliver the goods...

What’s its motivation?

How do we know it will do good?